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About This Game

Daniel is an Alchemist on the edge of losing everything he's worked so hard to achieve. He knows that he'll never be good
enough in his father's eyes so he set out to accomplish great things. With a pestering, spoiled brat of a rival directly competing
with Daniel's Alchemy shop and threatening to put him out of business once and for all, Daniel decides that he's willing to try

anything to get his life on the right track.
Even if that means swallowing his morals and taking risks that he ought not take...

Key Features:
Unique and Engaging Story

Fully Scripted Boss Dialogue
No Random Battles or Time Sinks

Original Visual Story with RPG Aesthetics
Beautiful Music to bring the story to life

This game is a short story driven adventure with RPG aspects.
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damned daniel steam. damn daniel game. damn daniel steinberg. damned daniel. damn daniel meme

Love love love this! Super funny and original.. This game is soooo much fun. Loving every minute of it. It has the right amount
of action and humor to keep me going all night long. Shared it with my wife and she is loving it as much if not more than me.
Do yourself a favor and get this game now and make sure to show love to Red Mouse Games for making such a fun title.. So, I
wanted to try out the game as people were talking so highly about it. When I bought it and played it, I was impressed as the
battle mechanics were pretty awesome. Though the fight against the 2 pigs was a bit harder than I expected. I had to use a lot of
my poisoning stuff to finally get through. Currently the game is short. But there is being more added to it and I don't think there
will be a game that is as good as this one for the low price of 1.59. Really, I love this game. Keep it up :). I very fun little game.
kind of humor i haven't seen for a long while. I approve.
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